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About This Game

TAKE YOUR CHESS GAME TO NEW LEVELS!

FRITZ FOR FUN provides the perfect training opponent whatever your playing strength. The FRITZ engine adjusts its play to
suit any rating, while the integrated chess coach explains moves and positions, gives tips, points out hidden dangers, and

provides detailed opening statistics. Play against the training engine, a sparring partner that you can actually beat, again and
again, until you have perfected your technique!

RAISE YOUR GAME! Wipe a feared opponent off the board, deliver checkmate, and extend your hand with a smile! Fritz
shows you how it's done with first-class video trainers. Feared opponents are a thing of the past!

FRITZ gives you online access to the largest chess club in the world: Playchess.com – where every day, over 20,000 players
from all over the world meet – from Beginners to Grandmasters. There's always something happening at Playchess - regular

tournaments, traditional blitz games, training sessions and live broadcasts with Grandmaster commentary.

Pack more chess onto 64 squares with FRITZ FOR FUN!

Key Features:

Fritz 13 Interface

Fritz 13 engine and Fritz Training engine (32 bit)
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1 months Premium membership to Playchess.com, the world’s largest online chess community. Play, train and watch
online

1.5 Million games database

Let’s Check! Database access to over 200 million extensively analyzed positions through December 2015

18 different 3D chessboards, 9 2D chessboards, 5 sets of 2D pieces

First-class video trainers and 1000 checkmate exercises

Play in Friend Mode, get hints and spy

Includes “101 Checkmate puzzles"
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Title: Fritz for Fun 13
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
Chessbase
Publisher:
Viva Media
Release Date: 12 Aug, 2013
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English,French,Italian,German,Dutch
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how do you enter the beta branch relpy if you know how to get into the beta branch to play the normal game. You can see what
little I was able to play here: https:\/\/youtu.be\/iEDukT-7g9I
Well it may be interesting... I wasn't sure if this was going to be a BR game or a survival game. Its a mix between both but closer
to a BR game.

But at this time there was only 1 other person in the whole game. It did come out shortly before I tried it. But at this price I don't
expect the game to fill up.

At this price though I do not see this game filling up. At this price I do not recommend the game.. Frankly, it's garbage. The
missions are dull, the story is poorly written, the voice-acting is spotty where it exists at all, and the mechanics are a joke. Like
with the XBOX game a decade ago, this is a slapdash money grab which adbducted the Shadowrun name and setting and is now
wearing a suit made from its skin.. This is really pretty fun and funny. Lot of bullet dodging, without a game controller, but
otherwise, good quality game. Good music, super graphical effects, and interesting gameplay idea. I just started playing, but I
can tell the campaign is going to be pretty nifty. I recommend watching a gameplay video for a couple minutes, because this
game might be a bit too slow for some. Otherwise, no problems on ubuntu linux 16.04 with radeon mesa drivers. Unity engine.

After a while of playing, I really don't know what to make of the game. The ship controls are awful clunky, and while I really
like the idea here, I am not sure that the gameplay matches the style. I also had trouble playing this on my laptop, as that video
resolution is oddly not supported.. Mystery Loss is a "match 3" game; obviously a phone game ported to PC.

Now, main issue, for me, is the continuous requests to "buy" something. I just can't stand it anymore. basically, the player can
"buy" bonuses ingame with money earned while playing.
While it's not real money, it still feels wrong to me, as far as I am concerned. This is basically a chance game where
origanization and skills have little impact. "Buying" stuff will lead the player to have extra bonuses ingame.

Anyway, it's still an OK game, considering the price.

I've played this for a little more than 2 hours without problem on Win 7 64 bit.
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I remember everything from the original Rhem
 Rather crude for todays market. These are obviously Honey Badgers cuz they don't give a..."Shut yo mouth", but i'm only
talkin' about Gravity Badgers!. Awesome graphics but awful controls.. Great visual novel that pays respects to H.P. Lovecraft..
The December 5, 2016 update improved this 'game' tremendously! I totally recommend it, especially since it's free. Even if it
costed a few bucks, it would be worth checking out. The new voice-recording mode is very interesting, but I still love the gems
mode.. pretty good game. Very, very. VERY basic "sport" mini-game competition. Would never play solo, but very enjoyable
with a group of friends. I see SO much more potential here. Honestly if there were more games to play and choose from I'm
confident my friends would all be clamouring and begging to come play. Responsive and highl recommneded, just wish there
was a bit more playability!
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